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     Talking Points for DEC Hearing on EJ communities & Power Plants 
  

 Article X is NYS’s power plant siting law. EJ communities won a victory last 
year when the new law promised that power plants proposed for communities 
with disproportionate environmental burdens would have to offset any new 
pollution generated by new plants in local communities before the plant could be 
approved.  However, draft regulations to implement the law need the following: 

 1. Article X’s environmental justice protections should extend to all 
overburdened communities.  Communities shouldn’t be “screened out” where, 
among other things, demographics change but pollution remains.  If DEC uses 
rigid race and income thresholds, it should also allow for local communities to 
appeal for a full EJ analysis where they can present evidence that shows the 
“screen” has excluded overburdened areas. 

 2.  The areas significantly impacted by the proposed plant should be the 
same areas that benefit from these EJ protections.  The regulations shouldn’t 
arbitrarily limit the “impact study area” to a half-mile or some other distance 
chosen by power plant applicants.  Nor should the regulations dilute the impact of 
the proposed facility by including non-impacted areas in the “impact study area”, 
for example, by requiring that the Area be circular where actual impacts are not. 

 3.  Where credible evidence indicates that there are significant impacts, the 
applicant should be required to address them.  Established regulatory 
standards, while relevant, should not be the only criterion used where they fall 
short of what we know about environmental and public health impacts. 

   4. When considering existing burdens, the applicant should consider the  
  minor and mobile emissions sources impacting EJ communities.  There 
should also be no arbitrary limits on the types of pollutants to be considered, such as 
requiring an applicant to consider an undefined “limited set of non-criteria pollutants.”  Any 
and every impact shown to be significant should be addressed. 

 5.  The regulations should keep up with new developments for assessing cumulative 
and disproportionate impacts.  This is a new and evolving field of study and legitimate 
methodologies should not be excluded from consideration because they are not “well 
established” or “generally accepted.” 

 Tuesday, 3/6 at 3 pm: NYS Department of Public Service, 90 Church St. 4th Flr. (bet. Barclay 
&Vesey/Ann Streets) - E train to World Trade Ctr., N/R to Cortlandt, 4/5 to Fulton – Bring ID! 
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